
Top 10 tips on how to get the most from social media for your farm business. 

 

1- Know your audience. 

 

Social media allows us to speak directly to our audiences. It's our job to learn WHO we are 

speaking to and tailor our messages to them. Both Facebook and Instagram allow us to see 

information they collect through their analytics on who our followers are. I use this information to 

know who I'm speaking to, and I am mindful when I craft my posts to write and share directly to 

those audiences.  

I don't believe that linking our IG accounts to share directly to our FB accounts is as helpful as 

we believe. My audiences are very different on each of those platforms and my engagement on 

both increases directly when I tailor my message to each.  

People appreciate being spoke to.  

 

2- Take and post good photos 

 

This feels so self explanatory, yet when we are busy and in the thick of our seasons it's too easy 

to fall into snapping a quick shot and throwing it out to the masses. Take the time to learn the 

settings on your phone camera. Use an editing app. If you have the inclination to play around 

with your DSLR camera do so, but know that a fancy camera isn't the key to success. Learn to 

work with the light. Take photos in the camera setting, not through the Instagram app. Don't use 

filters, but do edit before you post. The Photoshop app works wonders. Makelight by Emily 

Quinton offers a really good online course for improving your photography, including using your 

smart phone. It's a very helpful course to take in the winter.  

 

 

3- Be mindful of creating content 

In the thick of the season we are all working long hours, and it's HARD to think about what 

photos you will post. Know what your week looks like. If you need an Instagram photo every day 

and maybe 5 FB photos per week then enter your week being mindful to create them. Set aside 

an hour or two on a Monday (or a day that you are less busy) to create these photos and have 

them ready for your busy times (the weekends). At our farm the light is best around 8 pm in the 

summer and at 8 we always drop everything and take photos. It's just something we schedule 

into our work days. Think ahead about what you may need and have it ready for you're, it will 

relieve so much pressure. 

 

4- Share intentionally and NOT in real time 

I don't post in real time. I have a mindful strategy of what I want my week to look like, and I 

share according. I'm too busy in the moment to create a mindful post, to take a perfect photo, or 

to remember what hashtags to use. That's why I prepare content ahead. I don't want to look 

rushed, I want to intentionally post the right photos to tell my story. If you are in the field and 

something is looking incredible DO take the photo. But post it later. After you've had the time to 

sit down, edit it, and properly caption it. 

 



 

5- Show up consistently  

As in so many areas of life, in social media showing up CONSISTENTLY is key. You can't post 

once every three weeks and wonder why your following isn't growing. You need to show up 

regularly so that your audiences become familiar with you and learns to trust you. On Instagram 

maybe that's once per day, or every other day. On FB maybe that's 4-5 days per week. 

Remember, you've already prepared your content and photos ahead of time for this.  

 

6- Find your signature, and what works for YOU, then work it 

As you post your story you will find that customers connect with certain things you post. They 

will associate those photos with you and come to recognize them immediately in their feeds. We 

all know Julio from the Flower Hat, when we see his sweet face with an armload of blooms in 

our feeds. That's his signature, and he works it. I consistently post photos from one corner of my 

farmstand, with all my blooms set up. Customers and followers recognize it immediately in their 

feeds as my flower market. Find what works for you and use it consistently. 

 

 

7- Tell YOUR story 

The public are weary of being marketed to. They are hungry for connection. The advantage we 

have as small farms and small businesses is that we are able to connect with them. Social 

media is your place to tell your story and share it with others. Share what is comfortable for you, 

but let your followers behind the velvet curtain of your life a little. Tell they why you farm. Tell 

them who you are. If you can, post a photo with YOU in it at least every 9 photos. You need to 

show up in your grid, so that you can connect with your audience. The more you do it the more 

comfortable you will get. 

 

 

8- Engage with your community  

Sure some of our followers show up only for the pretty photos, but many come here looking for 

community. Like their comments, answer back when you can. They will remember that you took 

the time send they will build relationships with you. 

Locally, follow your chamber of commerce, follow other local businesses, follow your tourism 

boards. Comment on their post. Get to know them. So much of social media is just simply online 

networking. For introverts often online networking is easier than showing up in person!  

Encourage other farmers, comment on their posts. This isn't a place where you can keep to 

yourself and expect to succeed. Social media is great for building community and relationships. 

 

 

9- Hashtag intentionally  

Hashtags need to be used in order to broaden your reach. You are at least 12% more likely to 

have engagement with your posts if you use them. When posting my work I use both broad 

reaching and generic tags such as #farmerflorist and narrower small tags such as #ontariofarm. 

Be sure to tag your local county and local tourism board. I will often tag in a variety of 



categories, such as locally, about farming, #flowersofinstagram and even about my life, such as 

#worklifebalance or #dowhatyoulove  

The more tags you use the more you broaden the reach of your post. I post my photo, then 

comment on my post to enter my tags so that it looks a bit better. 

 

 

10- Know that it's NOT a numbers game. Engagement is more important than your 

number of followers.  

We all get caught up in the numbers game. I'm certainly driven by numbers. But more important 

than numbers is ENGAGEMENT. Posts with lots of engagement (comments) will reach further 

through Instagram’s algorithm than likes ever will. You want your audience to connect with you 

whether you have 40k followers or 400 followers. Encourage them to engage. Ask them 

questions. Tell them to “double tap” if they agree with what you posted. Take a moment to reply 

to their comments if you can. You don't need thousands and thousands of followers. What you 

do need is a core group of folks who are engaged in your content and enjoying it. Encourage 

and engage others and you will often find you receive the same right back. This is a community, 

NOT a competition.  

 

 

 


